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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1  Conclusion 

 The result of the analysis describes the register used by convection 

workers in Babat Lamongan. The writer obtained by using descriptive qualitative 

research. In addition, the result of the research analysis shows the answer to the 

problem related in chapter I, which are; “What are some registers used by the 

convection workers in Babat Lamongan?” and “Why are the registers used by the 

concvection workers in Babat Lamongan?” 

 The result of the research analysis shows that the convection workers use 

some register to communicate with other convection workers. Some registers used 

by convection workers are kerangan, bulanan and sepatu (the parts of sewing 

machine), pis and yar (the sizes of the fabric), afdruk and ngelabur (the processes 

of printing/sablon), indosol, binder, emul sifir and sandey (kinds of basic paint), 

neci, ngobras, operdek, itik’i, benik’i, nyegrek’i, ngawak’i and guloni (divisions of 

sewing), alusan, oxport and mella (brands of the fabric), bangkik (small pleat of 

the shirt), and ngepres (modern printing). Some registers in conversations of 

convection workers can be collected in styles of register by Broderick (1976) 

(formal, consultative, casual and intimate). However, in the conversations by 

convection workers, the writer does not find the statements or utterances that 

containing frozen register because the language pattern has established. 

 The convection workers use some register to make the conversation 

efficient when they communication. The register used based on situations in 
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which the communication happens. They used the registers when they talk about 

process of sewing, process of printing and other similarly. In addition, the most 

interesting is the convection workers use language pattern in the same way. This is 

because most of the members in convection are from family members or relatives 

and friend. Therefore, there is no different between the language pattern used by 

the workers and the manager. 

 

5.2  Suggestion 

 According to the conclusion, the writer has realized that this research not 

perfect enough. It caused by her limited knowledge, reference and time. The 

writer hopes that this research could be expand to knowledge of sociolinguistics, 

especially register. The writer also suggest to the other researcher to make better a 

research of similar topic. 

 


